Abstract---We propose a new layout synthesis with 2-dimensional transistor arrangement and a spontaneous process of 2-dimensional compaction and local re-routing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances and diversification in falbrication technology activate the strong requirement for designing leaf cell libraries in a quite short period with as little effort as possible. Establishing a strong physical synthesis procedure for the rapid technology changes toward deep sub-micron is in demand. The circuits of the cells are reusable: in many practical situations. Transistor sizing[ 13 and layout synthesis take the main part of the physical synthesis. Our contribution is to propose an efficient algorithm for the layout synthesis process.
Physical cell design is generally defined by a task of implementing the placement and wiring of the given circuit with minimum cell width for the given cell layout structure --i.e., standard cells, 1/0 cells, data path cells, etc. The structure profile includes the height of the cell, N-well width, location and width of power and ground lines, and constrains on the cell boundary and pins. Diffusion slharing of transistors is quite efficient if the shared parts are: carefully selected.
Layout compaction plays an important role of the layout synthesis. The mid 70s was the early stage of the compaction researches. Many symbolic data models, e.g., fixed grid [2] , constraint graph [3] , virtual grid [4] , and compaction methods for those data models were pnpsed. Those compactors are categorized in one dimensional compaction since the direction of the movement is limited to either vertical or horizontal. Two dimensional compaction was applied by alternating process of one-dimensional compaction in both vertical and horizontal diri:ctions [4] . Dramatic improvement has been made by the appearance of true two-dimensional compaction [5] [6] in the 80s. Shin and others' "Zone Refine" [6] method formulates the 2-dimensional movements by an analogy of zone refining of a crystal ingot. The algorithm can escape from local dead lock that is found in one-dimensional compaction. However, the layout model was too simple and needs further work to apply it to actual cell design. It represents transistors with boxes and wires connected to some boxes. A model that expresses the diffusion share of transistors and cell structure is required.
Additionally, a movement in which one layout element skips over another element has not been achieved by conventional compactors but it is quite an efficient movement to save the cell area. Finding a good transistor arrangement is another important role of the layout synthesis. Uehara et a1. [7] proposed an elegant approach to the transistor arrangement in the early 80s. They, assuming P-type transistors and Ntype transistors are arranged in two rows respectively, formulated the transistor arrangement problem in C-MOS standard cell design with a graph algorithm. The objectives are maximizing the number of diffusion shares and finding a common linear sequence of n-transistors and p-transistors.
Many cell synthesis algorithmsr8-111 proposed after that followed the similar linear arrangement model. Unfortunately, the linear arrangement model has not been well accepted in practical cell design. [ 121 Main reason is that the area is not so minimized as hand-crafted design in many cases. A flexible router is essential as well as compaction and transistor arrangement. The routing region should be defined in the spaces between transistors. Maze based routers[l3] or re-routers[l4] deal with a detailed grid system where only one wire can go through a grid edge. Definition of the routing region with a channel graph or global wiring graph can be more flexible methods[l5, 161. The routing region is expressed with a set of graph edges. Each edge corresponds to a small channel that includes pins and wires going through the area. The channel router[l7] or switch box router[l8] is supposed to be used in each region. However, those routers tend to generate many contacts since a channel router uses different layer for the vertical and horizontal wiring. The number of contacts gives significant influences to the wiring area of cells. If we design a router that can be used in cell design, we should take the minimization of the number of contacts or trade-off analysis between detour of the wiring and generation of contacts into account.
In this paper we propose:
(1) an algorithm for finding a 2-dimensional transistor (2) a routing region definition and an algorithm of local (3) a new compaction method that enables jumping over arrangement for standard cells when the height is limited, routing, and a layout model for merged transistors, and elements by using the local router.
OUTLINE OF THE CELL SYNTHESIS
Our cell synthesis system is composed of three main tools, (1) two-dimensional transistor arrangement, (2) local router, and (3) two-dimensional compaction with local rerouter. Input to the system is the circuit connectivity, transistors' size, and the cell height. The object function is to minimize the cell width. The 2-dimensional transistor arrangement determines the grouping of diffusion sharable transistors and 2-dimensional placement of those groups. To make the problem simple, we abstract each group of transistors with a rectangle and use a slicing structure [l9,20] for the placement. The algorithm is implemented by exportation of the slicing structures and transistor grouping by simulated annealing [21] .
The local router finds the symbolic wiring path of each net on virtual grids. The router analyzes the trade-off between the generation of contacts and detour wiring, and makes it possible to search limited length detour paths to avoid making contacts.
The 2-dimensional compactor has re-routing capability. It can be executed after the diffusion shares and floor plan of transistors are determined, even if the wiring path has not been determined. The procedure includes cell structure definition with placement graphs, path finding in local part of the transistors and pins, and 2-dimensional movements of the layout elements.
We discuss the detail algorithms in the following sessions.
III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSISTOR ARRANGEMENT
In the two-dimensional transistor arrangement, several floor plan techniques [l9,20] can be applied to the size evaluation and definition of relative placement. Each element of the placement is abstracted with a rectangle that includes transistors grouped by diffusion sharing. We use a slicing structure for the placement of the rectangles. It represents the relative placement of the abstracted groups. The height and width of the cell1 that is calculated by the longest path length of the horizontal and vertical polar graph[l9]. An example is shown in figure 3 .
The goal of the algorithm is to find an optimum grouping of shareable transistors and an optimum slicing strulcture for the grouping. We used the simulated annealing method for the exploration in the space of the grouping of the transistors, and a greedy optimization for the slicing structure finding. The diffusion share condition is changed by local operations of grouping change.
VI. LOCAL ROUTER

A. Data Structure
The local router uses a virtual grid model, but it doesn't have any limitation of the number of wires passing through a grid edge. The grid model is shown in the figure 4.
Wires are connection of wire-segments and w i r e joints. The wire joint is located at any grid vertex where more than two wire-segments meet. Each transistor has three terminals(wire-joints) on both ends. Pins and contacts are placed on wire joints. Terminals of transistors, pins, and contacts have net identification. The routing process is to find a path for each net and to assign wire segments; on each grid edge. If more than one wire segment is located on one grid edge, the ordering of wires assigned to one grid edge is specified. The ordering makes path finding in the grid structure possible. Figure 5 depicts the mechanism of data structure with the example of finding a path from vertex S. Assume a new wire segment N1 is added to the left of P1 in grid edge E l . The router gives an ordering that N1 is placed left of P1. It adds a new wire-joint wjNl to the grid vertex A at the same time. At the point of grid vertex A, pre-determined wires P3 and P4 preclude the extension downward. Choices of the extension are limited to rightward and leftward. Next, assume that the router selected rightward for the next search. It adds a new wire-segment N2 and adds it between P2 and P4. The location of the new wire can be determined by the connection at grid vertex A. It gives a new wire-joint wjN2 at the grid vertex B. Then the router checks that wire P6 and PS stop rightward movement at the grid vertex B, then it lists up upward and downward for the candidate direction of the next search.
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B . Routing Algorithm
The procedure of path finding is used for initial routing as well as re-routing. The path finding process deals with tradeoff analysis between the length of detour and generation of contacts.
(I) Net and Terminal Ordering
First, the router determines net ordering, and terminal ordering for each net. Nets are m n g e d in the increasing order of half the perimeter of the area of the net terminals.
Terminals of a net are arranged in an increasing order of the distance from the center of the area of the net terminals. It invokes the path finding process in the order of nets and terminals.
(2) Path Finding
The path finding process searches a wiring path from a specified terminal. The targets are pre-determined wires of the same net. The search is depth first search[l3] basis and it finds the available search directions with the manner shown in the section A. Figure 6 shows an example of the search. The start point and the target are S and T, respectively. Assume the penalty of making a contact is equivalent to two grids of detour. Grids reachable without detour are in the hatched area, and ones within detour of two are in the shadowed area.
two. Since the penalty of making a contact is equivalent to two, it searches grids closer to the target T that is reachable by making a contact. Grids, A, B, C, D, E, and F are also the candidates of searched grids within the penalty 2, and the path is found at this penalty level.
It shows there is no path to the target within the detour of IV. COMPACTION ALGORITHM Transistors and pins are subject to move in the compaction process. The features of our algorithm are: (1) dealing with shared transistor model, and (2) making element jumping over possible.
A. Transistor Model
The compactor deals with diffusion shared transistors as a placement element. The model enables each transistor's sliding, depending on the neighbor elements' placement.(see 
B . Detailed Algorithm
This session explains the each step of compaction algorithm in the sequence of the procedure flow. The statements between "P" and "*/" are explanations, and other part is operation. Transistor, pins and contacts are the placement objects.
Procedure <Two-dimensional Compact ion> (Step I : Initialization)
Initialize envelope as the left edge of the cell; Q T Figure 9 . Placement density representation.
(Step 3: Placement Density Definition)
Define the placement density representation; /* Vertical location of each object is limited by constraints given by the longest path length from Sp and to Dn. We define the placement probability is multiplle of the object area size and the probability that is highest at the center of the placeable area. The placement density representation is sum of the placement probability for all objects. */ Remove the wiring path of the nets concerning to the objects in G, and invoke the local router for those nets; v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Table I shows experimental results. The column of "width of HCD" is value of the width of hand-crafted design. Figure 1 l(a) is a symbolic layout after the 2-dimensional transistor arrangement and the local routing. This does not maximize the number of diffusion share but achieve the minimum width. If it were implemented by conventional linear arrangement method, the width could have been 6. Figure 11@ ) is a layout after our 2-dimensional compaction. The diffusion shared transistors are located at suitable place to make the wiring easy. Figure 12 is the synthesis results. Those results demonstrate that our cell synthesis is successfully applied to actual design and achieves the comparable level of a hand-crafted design. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new cell synthesis. This paper proposes the first approach to the 2-dimensional transistor arrangement. The experimental results show that the optimization goal of cell synthesis is not a maximization of the number of diffusion shares but an optimization of the 2-dimensional arrangement of transistors.
We also proposed local router and compactor that are most suitable for the 2-dimensional transistor arrangement. The local router has a new concept of the trade-off analysis between a detour wiring and insertion of a contact. The local re-routing aspect in compaction makes it possible for some elements to jump over other elements to Save the cell area.
The cell synthesis, by achieving comparable level of a hand-crafted design, may change the future design stile of a block or chip layout.
For example, a dynamic cell synthesis including a merging process of neighbor cells in the phase of a placement or global wiring was proposed recently. [22] 
